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INTRODUCTION 

In.all fields of the gas industrb we find that specific gravity 

is one of the most common tests made on the gas. Though this property 

does not alvvays vary with a variation in the constituents of the gas, 

a variation of tl1e specific gravity will usually mean a variation in 

the percent of the constituents and a quiokand aocurata method of ob-

taining speaifie gravity is very serviceable in the gas industry at times. 

Perhaps the most important use of the gravity of gas is in the measure-

ment of gas volumes by means of the orifice and flow meters. In measur-

ing the volumes of gas by means of the Orifice Meter1 for ins tanee, tlle 

fornmlas are calculated for a certain specific gravity o.6 or l.O and 

:for a:n:y variation in gravity a correction must be wade. .An error of one 

to two percent in the deterrrdnation of the gravity of the gas, which is 

not at all uncommon in ordinary practice, will result in an error of 0.5 

to l.o% in the corrected volume of gas measured. One can readily sea 

that under suoh conditions the errors will soon mount up into large s'Ulils 

of money in the transfer of large volumes of gas. Gasoline content is 

aiiso sometimes estimated. :f'rom the spaoifio gravity though this is a soma-
inaccurafe 

what ~&-method. In the illuminating gas industry certain of tho 

constituents, OXS'gen and carbon dioxide content are often determined 

from the specific gravity. Th.a tux.~alanae is a type of apparatus used 

in this connection and is often graduated to read in percent of the con-

stituent desired instead of speoifio gravity. It aan i•ea.dily be seen from 

. l. Bul. Supplement ~lll G. Metric Metal Worlts~ Erie, Pa. 
2. Tecblh.ioal Gas Analysis by Lunge, P. 183. 
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this brief review that spe·cific gravity is quite often of great importance 

in the gas industry. It is evident •. however, that any method of deter-

mination should combine ea.so of manipulation. 'With rapidity and accuracy. 

The different methods commonly used va:ry aonaiderably in accuracy and the 

importance of the test and acouraoy desired will therefore govern the 

method that should be used. The ef:fUsionmethod. because of its rapidity 

and ease of manipulation, is the one most commonly used in the gas industry. 

There are n-ia:ny sources of error in the method, but its accuracy is sur-

prising when due precautions are taken. It is the purpose of this thesis 

to give a oompa.r!aon of the different methods of determining specific 

gravity of gas and also to give their merits and demerits. It is also 

the :purpose of the thesis to investigate the errors of the ef:rusion method 

and ex.plain how they rnay be eorrected. Though i.mder certain conditions 

the method is quite inaoeura.te, it is by no means to be discarded but 

rather to be so manipulated as to eliminate the inaoouraeies. 
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DIFFERENT :METHODS EMJ?LOYED TO DETE-"lirJINE THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF GASES 

There are four printhipa.l methods by which the gravity of a gas 

ma;y be determined: the effusion method; gas density balance method; 

direct weighing method and by calaulation from the s.na.lysis. Below is 

given a.n outline of some of the different methods used. Other methods 

are a modification· of' 011e or more of ,the various. types. 

The et:f'usionl!_lethod was first.used by Bunsen and the different 

types. are but modifications of his. method. The method is based upon the 

:fact that the specific graviti·as of two gases escaping through an orifice 

or narrow o:peni~i.g in a tliin plate have nearly th~· same ratio to ea.ch other 

as the·spuare of their speeds of escape. 

For example: 

; where gas s1 has a speed of escape t 1 

Air ls usually run as s2 and regarded 
t2 as l.O so that the equation becomes s:: __ _.1..._ __ _ 

and gas 

• 
t~ 

The type of apparatus used by :Bunsen1 consisted of a. glass tuba 

about 70 cc. capacity luted into an iron oap whioh was fitted with a 

three way stop cook by means of which the glass tube oould be brought into 

communication with the tube through which the gases vrere i11troduced, or a 

small opening in a platinum :plate at the top 0£ the apparatus. A float 

v1as placed inside the tube and the open end of the tuba sat in a cup of 

mercury. In xnaking a run the tube containing the gas was pushed down into 

the moroury so that the float was 110 longer visible above the outer surfaoe 

of the mercury. The float was marked at the top and neat: the bottom and 

l. Hempel Ga.a Analysis; Translation by L. M. Dennis, p. 269. 
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by observing it through a telescope the time of' escape was taken for 

the volume of gas in the tube, represented by the distance between the 

two marlts. 

J. A. Butterfield1 in his work on the. chemistry of Gas Mrolufa.cture 

gives the appartJ.tus a slightly different form. 

Sohillin~;l apparatus is a. modification of ths.t ,used. by Bunsen and 

is mad.a in several slightly va.17ing types. One type consists of a. glass 

jar.about 3! inches in diameter and about 12 inches deap, into which is 

inserted a glass tube l inch in diameter, graduated each inah from the 

bottom upward. The later type has a constriction in the tube a.t the 

graduation so as to reduce the error in reading. The tube is mounted on 

a. brass plate at the top of' the jar.,. through which it is inserted, and 

attached to it are a three-way stop cock and a mnall glass tip with 

platinum orifice plate fused across its upper end. 

The test is made by filling the jar vdth water almost to the top, 

inserting the graduated tube with the cock O'Pen to allow the water to 

enter. The tube is now filled with air by withdrawing it with the tip 

removed and the cook open. It is reinserted with the oook closed and 

the ti:p replaced. The coek key is then turned to permit the air to ex-

cape through the orifice tip., being forced out by pressure of the water 

rising in the tube from the jar. The·timo of effusion for air is then 

:found by ta.king the time required for the water to rise between two of the 

graduations on the inner tube and the time :f'or gas found in the same manner. 

Calculations are lliade as with the Bunsen method. 

l. American Gas Engineering Pr~ctiee; Latta p. 281. 
2. American Gas Engineering Pra.otiaa; Latta : .. 283. 
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The method1 as modified by the Bureau of Standards has a con-

striction on ea.ch side of' the bulb, :for the :points v1here the readings 

are taken, and a. leveling bulb attached. The purpose of the bulb is to 

have less dif£erence ·in water level.through extending·the body laterally, 

thereby giving a more satisfactory ef:ftision pressure. 

The Jenld.ns2 spaoifia f$1,.avity apparatus varies slightly from the 

Schilling in that the eftusion. tube is coru1ected directly to a. leveling 

tube device-which aan be set at the desired level to furnish a water head. 

A curved piece of.brass wire pointed at the end serves for the bottom 

roa.rlcer ru1d a. scratch on the glass serves for the top mai•ke~. The orifice 

is made in a thin platin'Um plate as with the other methods. 

The tux3 speaific gravity balance has been used to considerable ex-

tent in gas works. The apparatus is made on the principle of the common 
info· 

lever balance. The gas is introducod -tto.- the- globe of the balance which 

is suspended on pivots, the gas ways being sealed by m':1rcury cups, and 

passes away to a convenient service. The balance being adjusted, the 

specific gravity (uncorrected for temperature, atmospheric pressure, and 

aqueou~ vapor} is indicated by a. pointer and read direct on tho scale. 

The scale is previously calibrated b~ weighing air in the globe under 

standard conditions and calling the indicated point l, and then weighing 

hydrogen under the same conditions and calling the point .o7. ·Correction 

factors are used for variations in temperature and pressure. 

The Fliwards4 gas density balance has been designed by the Bureau 

1. Teoh:nologio Paper No. 94 of the.Bureau of Standards .. 
2 .. Practiaal Testing of Gas and Gas Metexas; Stone, p. 262. 
3. Aba.dy Gas Analyst's Manual, P. 167. 
4. Teohniaa.l Pa:pers No. 89 of the Bureau of Standards. 
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of' Standards and they recommend its use f'or determining gas densities. 

It consists of a balanced bea:rn having a sealed globe on one end.and a 

counter weight on the other.. The beam with its support is mounted in a 

gas tight chamber to whiah is attached a ~arcury manometer. The balance 

is provided with a scale so that. the beam can be balanced with dry air 

.and then with dry gas at some certain'point.o The pressure indicated by 

the manometer is read nnrl recorded. The gravity of the gas is inversely 

proportional to the absolute pressure. 

A vecy unique type o:f density balanee is that devised by Aston in 

his experiments on 1'Teon1• The balance described is a micro balance and 

is devised for use with .min.imtzm quantity .of' gas (about l co.). The balo.noe 

is constructed 011 the same prin.oiple as the Ed.wards gas density balance, 
. -8 

the sensitivity of the balance being 10 mgrm., and attfords a.n.:accura.cy 

of .0.1 percent. 

The most sta.nclard way of' determining the .. gravity of gases is the 

dirMt. wai@l.in.g method. The usual procedure is to weig'h. a flask, using 

a similar flaslt as a. counterpoise, containing dry air and then weieh the 

:flask filled with dry gas. Dr. Letheby2 devised a. special glass globe 

for this method. The globe had ex.tensions and valves above and below and 

the ul'Per end terminated by a tube containing a. sensitive thermometer. 

With temperature a.ml pressure constant !I the gravi ti as of gas as are pro-

portional to the weights o:f equal volmnes.. The methods used by Regnoul t 

and Bunsen3 are among the :first sta:ndard methods described for determining 

the gravity by this method. 

1. liandbook of }.nmrican Gas Engineering Practice. Latta. 
2. Watt's Dictionary of' Chemistry. 
3. Hamor and Padgett, Examination of :Petroluum. 
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The gravity of gases can also be obtained by calcula.tionl from 

chemical analysis. Calculation from the analysis is made as shown in 

one of the following :paragraphs. The accuracy of the method depends 

entirely upon the accuracy of the a.n.alysis and since considerable skill 

and technique are required for analysing gases, this method of obtaining 

speci~io gravity is not advisable unless the analysis is made by an ex-

perienoed alla.lyst. 
'' . ; " ~ '. 2 '. ' 

The Jet photometer which has been used to a s~.all extent to de-

termine the gravity of' gases affords only an approximate and ina.ccura.ta 

method and has fallen into disuse. 

l. Proceedings Royal Socieny, A 89• p. 439; 1914. 
2. Stone - Practical Testing of Gas and Gas Meterso p. 265. 
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A COMPARISON; OF THE DIFF.ERE.rIT 
:METHODS OF DETERMINIMG SPECIFIC GR.A VITIES 

OF GASES. 

A comparison is here made of the four principal methods just dis-

cussed; the Ef1'l.sionmathod~ Gas Densit3' Ba.lance Method!J Calculation 

from the analysis Method and the Direct V/eighing Method. The pro-

cednre that waa followed for the different methods is given below. 

DEFINITION OF SPECIFIC GBAVITY AJ.1D DENSITY 

Before giving a compariso11 . of the methods. mentioned, the terms. 

s:peoific gravity and density will be defined as they are to be used 

in this work. 

The density of a substance is defined as the ?naf]S divided by the 

. voltane and is usually given as: the weight in grams of one cubic cent!-

meter of the substance. The temperature and :pressure nm.st therefore 

be s:peci:fiad. since the mass per unit volume will vary with a variation 

of these conditions due to the contraction or ex_pansion of the substance. 

Density, then, by definition, is an abstract term and this definition 

applies to the term as used throughout the v10rk. 

Specific Gra.vi ty is defined as the ratio of the . den.si ty of a sub-

stance to the density of another substance talten as an arbitrary standard. 

The standard ordinarily used in gas work is air, the S!leoifio gravity 

being taken as one. The spea1fio gravity of a gas therefore, unlike 

the density. will not necessarily vary with a variation of temperature 

or p1•essure if the comparison is made under like aondi tions. In the 

case of gases which show deviations from Boyle's Law or of' gases which do 

not show tho same deooorea of deviation as air, the specific gravity \vill 
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varJ from the true gravity at those temperatures and pressures, where 

deviation from Boyle's !.aw a.re shovm. For ordinary temperatures and 

:pressures, however, the deviation of' most gases is so small that the 

variations shown are iv.appreciable except in very accurate worlt. The 

definition as given above applies to gases in a dry sto.te. With the 

EffUsion Method water is :practically always used as tho confining liquid 

in determining the gravity of gases so that tho specific gravity is given 

in terms of the gas saturated with vm.ter vapor. This value is therefore 

termed apparent specific gravity and must be eorreated for water vapor 

as shown on :page ~5 to obtain tha (true) spaaifio gravity. 

EFFUSION METH.OD. 

The method used was· the same as that most commonly used in com-
{;'~ . 

meroial :practice. The type of apparatusAand procedure followed is given 

in detail on page dl.Q_. Water was used as the confining liquid and 

some error \vas therefore introduced, due to the air and gas being sat-

u.rated. vvi th water vapor. (iu.ite a large. ntimber of determinations ware 

made with the particular aJ?l?aratus used and it always gave satisfactory 

and consistent results. The correction for water vapor was the only 

correction which needed to be applied to the results obtained. This 

source of error is discussed in more detail on page cff Z • and a cor-

reation formula is also given. Data from a typical run is given below. 

Time for alr Time for gas 
Seconds Seconds 

101.0 77.0 

101.0 77.0 

101.0 77.0 

ioo.a 77.0 

100.S 77.0 

Average • • • • 100.9 77.0 
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Specific gravity of gas (Saturated with water vapor) ••••••• 

Temperature of Experiment = 25o c. 

(77.ol 2 a .sa4 
(100.9) 2 

Speoifio gravity of gas (Corrected for water vapor) 

s - .584 ( l -f- .02 ) - .02 = .575 

GAS D.E!5J$ ITY BALANCE :METHOD 

The T..aboratory type of Edv.rard.s Gas Density Ba.lance was used for 

detomining speei'fic · gra:~ity by· this method. Teolmologic Paper fSS 

of the Burea.u of Standards gives quite a·detailed description of the 

apparatus and method. :.Although the apparatus is termed a gas density 

balance, it is the s:peoif'fo gravity of' the gas a.nd not the density 

.which is aetualfy determined. The procedure given below is essentially 

the same a.s that outlined by the Bureau of Standards. 

The gas and air \vere dra.i.:vn alov1ly into the balance through tubes 

containing calcium chloride and :phos})horous pentoxide to insure complete 

dessication. In making a determination the apparatus was first purged 

by dra.vring air in the balance, evacuating, and then repeating this p1·0-

oess seven or eight times~ A srnall pump, with which the pressure could 

be reduced to 20 to 25 cm. of mercury. wa.s used for this pur.pose. At 

first the apparatus was washed by placing a slight vactmm on the balance 

and drawing the air (or gas as the case might be) through it. This 

method, however,·required more gas and exha.ustad the drying chemicals 

too rapidly a11d was discarded in favor 'Of the 'first named method. Y1han 

the balance was su££iciently purged, it wns filled with air and the 

]?ressure reduced until the pointer gave the desired reading. The read-

ing was checked several times with air and the process repeated with the 
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gas. . The position a.t which the pointer is adjusted depends upon the 

gravity of the gas in question" For example, the Lawrence City gas has 

a gravity of .572 and, in deter.mining the gravity of tha gas, the beam 

was balanced so that the pointer was several points above the zero on 

tht!~ sos.la. In the case of a light gas, such as this, it is necessary 

to place the gas under pressure and the air under a vacuum in order to 

bala:nce the beam at a suitable position. It is therefore advisable to 

select· a· :practical :PO int, ~ueh that liei ther the pressure nor vacuum 

used will 'be excessive, this precau~ion being ta.ken to prevent leaks. 

The experiments ware carried out in a room free from gas and temperature 

changes. 

The::_pointer is ad.justed. to the desired posi t!on and the absolute 

pressure determined in each case. The gravity is then'calculated from 

the foliovving 'formula: -

Sg = ----Ba. 

Sg is the specifi.c gravity of the gas, Sa the specific gravity of 

a.i:r, :e1 the pressure at which the beam balances in air. and P2 the 

pressure a.t which the bemn balances in the gas. The speci£io gravity 
pl 

of the air is taken as l and the formula then becomes -- Sg = _ 
P2 

Excepting the method of direct weighing this is the most accurate 

method of determining speoifio gravity. An accuracy of' .1 to .3 percent 

is obtainable. A certain amo'Ont of skill in manipulation is necessary, 

but this cm1 be developed by practice. 
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A typical run. is shown in the following table: 

Barometric pressure (millimeters) ••••••••••••••••• 729.3 

Gage readings with air (mil1imeters} .............. (If~:5 

Pressure {millimeters) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -125.5 

Total Pressure •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 603.B 

Gage Readings with Gas {m11limeters) •••••••••••••• ( 3i~:~ 

Pressure (millimeters) ..................... ~ ••••••• 325.8 

Total Pressure {millime.ters) •••••••••••••••••• 1055.l 

Specific Gravity .................................... G03o8 
l05f>.1 = .5723 

DIRECT WEIGHING M.ETI:IOD 

This method is the mcist standard way 0£ determining gas dennity, 

but, unlike the previous methods, it requires more teolmiquo and 'Pra-

oa.ution3. The procedure for determinations by this method was as follows:-

Two £1ask:S \Vlth a volume of 206 oe. were used in the work, one being used 

as a counterpoise and one for v1aighing the gases. The gas was carefully 

dried before weighing by means of the drying tubes used with the gas 

density balance. The temperature of the gas was regulated uy means of 

a constant temperature bath, the flasks being immersed in this bath for 

one half hour and then the pressure adjusted to that of the atmosphere 

by giving the sto:p ooclt on the £lask one half turn so that the gas which 

had been previously :placed in the :flask under a slight pressure, would 

adjust itself to the pressure of the atmosphere. The flasks were then 

dried for one half. hour in a dessicator and weighed, the balance being 
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kept dry be means of a small jar of calchun chloride. The volume of 

the flask in which the gas was weighed was fou:n.d by the following 

method:-

Weight of' Flask and Water at 25°0 ........... 207.39 +c.p. 
Weight· of Flask and Air at 25°0 ............. . 

-
Appro:rlrri.a.te weight of air (200 ca. @ 25°) 

Weight of Flask ......................... •••• ••• 1.74 + C.P. 

Vlaight of \Vat er ............................. • •• 205.65 

Volume ·of Flask {Mo. of ca.s o:f wqter) 205.65 
.99704 = 

.99704 

200.3 

When a. suitable. ahemiae.1 balance and other chemical apparatus is a.t 

hand this method affords a. reliable a.nd aoaurate means of determining 

gas density. A typical l'UJl is shown in the table given belo\v:-

Ba.rometri o Pressure ... • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 730 mm. 

Volume of Flask at 25°0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • •• 206.3 ao 

Weight of Ii'lask+.Gas at .25<> arid 730 mm. • • • • • 

Weight of Flask-rA.ir at 25°, and 730 mm • • • • • 
Weight or Air (206.300) at 25° and 730 mm •• • • 

Weight o:r Flask • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • ·• • 

Weight of Gas at 25° and 730 mm • • • • • • • • • 
Specific Gravity of Gas •••• • • • • • • • • • 

i.9580 +c.p. 
.2345 

1.7235 +c.p. 
.1352 

.1352 = 

.2345 
.5723 
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CALCUIJlTION FROM THE AlIALYSIS 

The accuraoy of thia method is dependent entirely upon the a.couraoy 

of the analysis. The aocuracy of the analysis depends largely upon the 

teobnique of tha analyst in manipulation of" the .awaratus and partly 

upon the type of apparatt1s used. For the analysis of·; the gases in the 

work the slow combustion method was used. "The type of apparatus was 

identical with that' used by Allen and J;ydar ili their ·work on the natural 

gases of Kansas and Oklahoma~ The oaloulation of specific gravity from 

the explosion method·. of an.alysis ~nva.1•1abl.Y gives lower .results than the 

slovr combustion method. Thia is due to the· formation of oxides of 

ltj.trogen in the explo,siori analysis which gives the. percentage of methane 

high and the :percentage of ethane low~ The explosion method is there-

fore not reconnnendad for accurate work.. For the most accurate analysis 

of hydrocarbons in gas the method of f'ra.otional distillation mu.st be 

used11 With gase~ suoll as the Lawrence City '?as, however., which oonta.ins 

only a. very small percentage of heavy bydroca.rbons, and· chiefly methane 

ai1d ethane, a. aalaulation o:f specific gravity from the combustion analysis 

introduoes only a slight er~or. The speoific gravity is calculated from 

the known specific gravity of the constituents that comprise the gas. 

In the analysis of natural gas the residue .is aalottlated as nitrogen. 

With gases such as t~e Lawrence City gas, the residue is praatioally all 

nitrogen but with some ~igh residue ga.sest such as are found near Dexter, 

Kansas., which contain 40 to 98 percent residue, a small percentage of 

helium2 or other inert gas may be present \Vith the nitrogen and in such 

l. Engineering B'tllletin #11, Uni. of ltansas• 
2. Cady and. Il!oFarland .. Geological Survey of Kansas, 9, 228 (1908) 
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case a slight error wi 11 be introduced unless the percent of suoh 

constituent is .lmovm.. The method of calculating the gravity from the 

analysis is as £ollows:-

Specific Gravitil Analysis 
Constituents of Constltuents. ~wrence Gas 

002 1.5291 x o.s7% :: .0102 

02' i.1054. x o.op --
. CH4. .5545 x 96 •. p9 = .5361 

Opf!& l.04:94 .. X, i.oo = .0105 

Residue. (N2). .9674 x 1.64 - .0159 -
Gravity of G~ .(Air= l}o • JJc: • • •·. .. . . • ~.~ .5727 

l. Ham,or and Padgett J~ .. 'Ilinations of Petroleum •. Pg. 260. 
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The table1 below gives the speoifio gravity of a number of gases 

and these values may be used for ca.laulating the specific gravity of a 

gas {containing two 01 .. :more of. thase gases) from an analysis which 

shov;s the percent· of the different constituents. 

GAS 

Acetylene 
Ammonia 
Argon 
Bromine 
Butane 
Oarbon Dioxide 
Carbon Monoxide . 
Carbon OXysulphide 
Ohlorine 
Cyanogen 
Dimethyl. Ethe~ 
Ethane 
:Ethylene 
Fluorine 
Helium 
Hydrogen. 
1Jydrogen Sul:phide 
Iodine 
Xrypton 
13.etlwlle 
Neon 
Nitrogen 
Nitrogen.Monoxide (nitrous} 
Nitrogen Dioxide {nitrio} 
Qx:Ygen 
Propane 
Propylene 
Silicon Fluoride 
Sulphur Dioxide 
Xenon 

·FORMULA SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

.906 

.597 
.1.38 
5.87 
2.046 
l.5291 

.9670 
2.104 

.. 2.49 
1.805 
lo6l7 
1.0494 

0978 
1.31 

.137 

.0595 
l.1895 
8.72 
2.818 

.5545 

.674 

.9574 
1.5301 
l.0365 
i.1054 
l.558 
l.498 
3.57 
2.2539 
4.422 

l. Van Nostrad' s Chemical 'Annual ... !'ifth Issue 1922 .. 
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COMP AR!SON' OF THE :L"ETHODS 

The table below gives a comparison of the different methods 

vmioh have been outlined- for detel"'rnining· gravity• 

SPECIFIO'GRA.VITY OF LAVlRES:ICE'GAS 

l' '' 2 

Effusion ... -.. . '. .. ' .- • ,tl •• 0 - .5BO' .579 

Eff'uslon { Con .. ected for ·water -vapor) · '•5716' .571 

Edwa:rds:Gas Density Bal8.nce •• -.-_. •• -.572S .570 

Direct Weighing •.•.• -••• -....... . •5725 .570 

Calculation f'rom Analysis -. .. -. . . . . .5725 .575 

The gas density balance and direct weighing methods are ta.ken as 

standards and it will be seen that results given by the t\:vo methods a.re 

comparable and show an accuracy of a.bout 2 :percent. The method of cal-

culation tr0m the ~lysis gave an a.oouracy of about .1 to .9 percent, 
~ 

\. 
the £irst ot which more nearly represents the results that should be 

obtained. Tlle effUsion method gave an error of about 1.5 peraent, due 

to the gas and --air being saturated with water vapor. It will be noticed. 

that by using the correction for water vapor, an accuracy of .1 to .2 

perce11t is obtained. There are, however, other errors which are some-

times Ol..J?e:rienoed when using the method and these are taken up somewhat 

in detail in the following part of the thesi;.s. 

Below is given a numbe1• of determinations ·similar to those given 

above and these resulta indicate about what might be expected on ca.re-

f'nlly made determinations. Tho results given by the effUsion method are 
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given on the gas satux-ated with water vapor while the other results are 

given on the dry gas. It will be noticed, however, tha~ the results 

given by the effusion method a.re mu.eh the same a.s the true gravities 

obtained by diJ.-ect weighing. This was ma.inly due to the chaI"a.oteristios 

:peculiar to the particular apparatus used. and such factors are discussed 

in the work that follows •. 

-~ Direat Edwards Gas Calculation 
Weighing Densi t'tJ Ba.la.nee Effusion from analysis 

.S45 .645 . ·645 .631 

.552 .553 it055 

·'38 . .642 .635 

. .-628 • 525 .627 .612 

.606 .609 .604 

.573 .570 .573 ..,575 

.572 .571 .571 .573 

.559 .589 .566 .579 
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This :met.11od is widel;y used in cm:nmercial practice becau..oa of its 

oim;plicity, oaoe of· operation~ a.."l'ld tho i•apidity with w'.hicll a detormination 

can be :u-m.d.e., As generally used~ hov1avez·~ the time for o£fusion. is trumn 

011 the gas and air satttra.-tod wit~ wo.tel." va:por which int:.roduoes a car-

tail'! amomit of error., varying with the temperature of the experiment 

and tho trt"le gravity of the gas(! In the work that is to £oll01i!t, tho 

mot;hod was investigated. as to ti1e so'tlroe of errors tll1d ·tlto accuracy 

t1m;t cm1 be obtai11od by val"J!i11g the oo:ndi tious of the o:z:perilnant. 

Tho mothod has boon worked out r.:ruch in detail by tho Bureau of 

Standa:cds .. 1 

DERIVATIOM OF FO.illJUL..4. USED 

Before giving the a:i..-pe.rimental data a11d othor worlt on the 

ef':fi.mio11 method~ a derivation of the~ :fornru.la 1lsad for oalonla.ting 

the spoai:fio gr-.a:vi ty of' a gas from the do.ta obta.inotl in an cx:peri-

ment v'dll be given. As stated 011 :page _§_ the method was first 

used. by Bunsen i11 hio worlt on gases and is based upon the faot that 

the npeoific gravities of tvro gases escaping through an ori:fice or 

narrow opening in a thin plate have nearly the samo ratio to ea.ch 

other a.s the square of their speeds of' escape. TM.s may be expressed 
JU_ =~'i 

by the formula s 2 m'ie- ·where gas s1haa a apeecl of escape T1 n11d 
!2 

gas s2 has a speed of escape T2o Air is usually run as s2 and regard-

ed as 1 so that the equation becomes s1 = -~i~~" 
T2 

1. Tech .. Pnpors of" the Bureau o:t Standards? !~o. 94 and lro. 359 .. 
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Details of operation of the apparatus and method of procedure for 

a determination are gi van on page 3 0 

The a.ppara ti1s is shown diagra-

matiaally in figure 1 • 

A is the effusion Jar and is filled 

with air to a certain level b. 

Tubo Bis the ef'fusion tube· and e 

the platinrun orifice. Tha time :for 

effusion is taken for that volume 

of gas in the tube represented by 

the distance betv1een the marks a 

and g on. the eff'usion tubo. This c. 
volume is represented by v which 

is the volume of gas effused. The 

water head at the start is repre-

sented by the difference between water level i and water level a of 

the ef£usion tube while tho water head at the finish is ropresented 

by the difference between the water levels g n.:nd h. 

11:!ho; 7work done by the water on the gas and air during eff'Usion 

is the same in each case so that the formula for the speoifio gravity 

of the gas !flB'3 be derived from the old established physics equation for 

worl" whi oh states that n·work'' equals ttma.ss" times the square of the 

"velooity.n "M" represents the mass of the gas or air affUsed as the 

case may be a11d nvn represents tha.velooity of the effusing gas or air. 

Letting t equal time, d equal density~ and s equal specific gravity 
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(the subnu:meral one in each oase refers to gas and the subnumera.1 two 

refers to air) the dei•ivation ma:y be given as :follows: 

Worlt. = :M v2 

Ml : ~ 
6 

112 vJ:. a11d since tho velocity is inversely 

proportional to the time· 
!tL .r. 
-1 = l 

T2 
2 

d -- volume 
and letting the volume 

equal unity~ the equation becomes 

d' t2 l = l s is proportional to d 
.d2 ,2 

2 

therefore s1 - t2 
s = air 1 ·2 = 

S2 tz 

s1 
t2 

= l 
7 2 

and 

Tempora.ture and pressure mu.st remain co11stant throughout tho ex.-

periment or some error will be introduced duo to this source. When 

vm.ter is used for the confining liquid9 both the gas and air are 

saturated with water vapor so that9Ullless a correction is made, the 

apparent specific gravity inay, under certain conditiono, vary oon-

siderably from the true gravity. Such a correction is made as shovm 

in a following paragraph on the effect of water vapor. 

GASES UGED In THE WORK 

The La.W'l'ence City natural gas was principally used in the work 

but, to :further investigate the accuracy and errors of the method, 

oxygen a.nd hydrogen were also used. 
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DATE SPEC. GRAVITY 

2 - 16 -·22 .581 

2 - 17 - 22 • 581 

2 - 18 - 22 .583 

2 - 21 - 22 .583 

2 - 24 - 22 .577 

2 - 27 - 22 .581 

3 - l - 22 .584 

3 - 3~ 22 .581 

, 3 - '7 A 22 .• 579. 

3 - 10 - 22 .• 560 ' 

3 ~.14 - 22 .587 

. 3 - 17 - 22 .57 9 

3 - 22 - 22 .577. 

3 - 25· - 22 .584 

3 - 28 - 22 .584 

4 - 1 - 22 . .581 

4 - 4 - .22 .580 

4 - 7 - 22 .582 

4 - 11 - 22 .586 

4 - 17 - 22 • 584 

4 - 21 - 22 .581 

4 - 25 - 22 .577 

4 - 28 - 22 .582 

5 - 3 - 22 ~580 

6 - 10 - 22 .572 

5 - 13 - 22 .572 

5 - 15 - 22 .584 

5 - 16 - 22 .579 

DATE 

5 - 19 .... 22 

s - 23 - 2a 
s-20-22 

5 - 30 - 22 

5 - 2 - 22 

6 - 6 _;. 22 

6 ... 11 - 22 

. 6 - 13 - 22 .. 

. 6 - 17 - 22 

'6 - 20 - 22 

'6 - 24 - 22 

6 - 27 - 22 

6 - 30 - 22 

. 7 - 5 . - 22 

7 - 8 - 22. 

7 - 12 - 22 

7 - 14 - 22 

7 - 18 - 22. 

7 - 21 - 22 

7 - 25 - 22 

7 - 28 - 22 

8- 1-22 

8 - 4 - 22 

8 ·- 8 - 22 

a - 11 - 22 

8 - 15 - 22 

s - 18 - 22 

AVERAGE 

SPEC. GRAVITY 

.578 

.580 

.584 

.577 

.579 

.585 

.682 

.58.3 . 

.575 

.585 

.581 

.580 

.584 

.578 

. .577 

.574 

.580 

.581 

.580 

.578 

.582 

.578 

.577 

.585 

.581 

.574 

.579 

.580 
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The natural gas used Vias the Lawrence City gas and the 

variation in gravity from time to time was slight.. The results given 

on the preceding page show the variations in the gravity (uncorrected 

for water vapor) of the gas. 

Determinations by means of the Edwards gas· density balance showed 

that the. true gravity of the gas varied. from a.bout .572 to .574 duri11g 

the work. The methane content varied but little from 96 per oent and 

the ethane percentage was a.bout one. A typical analysis of the gas is 

as follows: 

Constituent Per Cent 

002 •. .. • .. • • • • o.67 

02 • • • • • • • • o.oo 
CH4 ••• • • • • • 96.69 

OiJ0 • • • • • • • 1.00 

OXYGEN 

The oxygen \va.s obtained from a. tan.le of commercial oxygen made 

by the Linde process. An analysis of the gas showed the following 

content: 

Constituent 

Residua (N2 ) 

Specific Gr. (Cale~ 
from ana.lysi s) 

Per Cent 

99.0 

l.O 
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The hydrogen used was made by eleotrolysis, a lo\v current being 

used so as to get a. good product. An analysis of the gas was as follows\ 

Constituent Per Cent 

Residue 

Specif'io Gr. (Calo. 
from analysis) 

98.48 

.oa35 
The eydrogen, after being made., bec::une contaminated and showed 

a. gravity o:f' .111. 

ORIFICES USED IN THE WORK 

Orifices of' varioiuJ.si.zes and shapes were.made for use in tho 

work and in the work that f'o·llows tests are given that show the vari-

at1on in results when using the different orifices. A number of dif'-

ferent sizes were made. so aa to have a suitable size for the different 

sized bulbs. A set of orifices of varying degrees of roughness were 

also made to determine the effect of burrs. 
l ' 

The method used by Jiem.pel f'or ma.king orifices for such worlt was 

to pierce a hole in the platinum foil with a __ fine sewing needle and 

then hammer 1 t v1ith a. polished ~er on. a polished anvil. This method 

could at best leave but an irregu.lar opening. The method used in this 

work for making the orifices was to pierce the platinum £oil with a 

very fine needle and then grind it with a. fine carborundum stone until 

the orifice waa free from burrs. The progress was noted 'Under the 

l. Hempel - Gas Analysis -. Trans. by L. M. Dennis. Pg. 269. 
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mieroscopa and by eont1n"ll0d grindlng a smootl1 mu.it. regular orifice 

could be obtained wh1ol1 vtns qUi to satisfactory. The 1W>tOP'Aorographs 

of orif:icas l\o. 7 and 15 shown on page~ a.re typlcnl of the or1-

f1oes- used in· the work.. fhe .platinum foil oonta.in.1Dg the orifices, 

g:-ottnd. to shape, was cut out 1n. the shape of a eiroular disk w1 th tha 

orifice ln the center mid tho dislt sealed into a glass tube so tha.t 

tl1& f'inJ.alied. or!fl.ce tip appeared: a.a shown 1n. fi.$Ure Z (al. 

Characteristio orifice shs~es _ore- ehom in f.ig·~ ~(b). By grind-

ing on both sides, as ~s done-. at least a VOJ:9 close appro7...imation 

to {o) was obta1neet. (c) being the 1deal type of' cri.tloe.. ~110· ideal 

ori'fioe. {c), is in real!cy a vertical cylin<lricnl holo through tho 
. / 

platirmm. toll and should be the shape of or1t1ce used for off'u.sion trork. 

Type (a} and {b J are eheiraetarlstio shape.a obtained tVhen tho platinm 

plate is not properly ground. Orifice no. IX ls ono ot this type,,. U.a.A 

being similar to (a) and tx-:a 
slni1lar to (bl. 

Three diff"erent Vhiok-

nesses ot ple.tinum £oil were usod 

tldoknass being .ooos il1 • .., .oooa 
111. nnd .001 in. The foil · .0005 

in. thick wa.s too tli.i11 nnd woultl 

1n other plaoes before tha or!.-

fioo wna ground £roe from burrs. 

The :foll .001 1n._ thick soomOO. 

_J\_ 

tb/ (/J) (C) 
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·difficult to grind free from btUTs while that .ooos in. thick gave very 

sat1sf:actor3 results :imd \vn.s used for mB.king most of' the orifices. . !I!he 

·diameter o:r the orifices· was measured by means o:f a micrometer micro-· 

scope. A lfat of'· tha·. orifices used in th~ work, .stating the size and 

wllether or "not they were regular. is IJlven'below. A and B refer to the 

two ends of. ·the orif'!ce tips a.nd are the. same: in the case of the regular 

orifices but show' some variation with the 'irregular ones. . . . . ' .. ... . '\ 

OR~FIOE: :m.mBEif 

I 

IV 

v 
VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

·x 

XI 

XII 
XIII 

XIV 

xv 
!WI 
xVII 

·XVIII 

.3lmillimater 

' 

.21 

a2 

.os 

.11 

.24 

.• 24 

.. 2.4 

.21 

.30 
• 24 

t 

? 

~16·' 

'. -~15 

tt 

" 
ft . 

:· ~ ·.: : ~ 

" ·::H~·,:::Y'.'.: 

· .. n 

ft : 

. tt 

Regular 

It 

" 
ff 

Not Ground 

If 

lrr~~ar .: : .. 

·Bough ana.·1rrego.iar 

'Burrs 
:R&2;tt1a.r· ·· · ·· 

H. 

!l!heae Orifice li'nmbers will be referred to. in the work that follows. 
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VARIATIONS A],"1) ACCURACY OF THE EFFUSION :immon~ 
USII'l'G WATER AS !L1lIE CONFmilm LIQUID 

The various f'notors which introduce error in the effusion mothod 

are discussed somewhat in deta.11. ~oUgh a.t times these err~rs are 

oonsid.era.ble the method seems to be the most satisfactory for f'ield 

work, because of its simplicity.,, ease of manipulation and the rapidity 

with which a. determination can be rnade. With proper precaution and 

, manipulation satisfactory rest1lts can be obtained. 

TY.PE OF APPARATUS 

Though several slightly· dif'ferent types 0£ apparatus were used in 

the work. the type described below was used for the most of the work and 

proved to give satisfa.otoey results. 

Figure. 2_ shows the type 

ot apparatus used. . It can be made 

by cutting of£ the delivery end of 

a 50 cc. pipette ao as to give the 

desired length a.nd then sealing 

a short tube on tho side, forming 

a T. A glass cylinder• slightly 

larger than the pipette, was used 

for the outer cylinder. A hole wa.s 

bored in the cylinder through which 

the side tube extended, as shown in 
•,,,'\. 

the figure. i'he side tube was 

fastened into tha aylinder rigidly, 

by a stopper or other means and 
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this served to hold the pipette in place. In case no ho1e··1s bored 
-» 

in the oy'linder, the side tube can be raised above the top of the 

cylinder and the pipette held in place in the cylinder by maans of 

a large oo:r~ stopper. .~e platinum oritioa tip. which consisted of 

a. glass tube with a. platinum orlfioe sea.led in it as shown in figure Z 

(a) page p,£ , was fastened to the pipette by means of a. rubber tube 
tu he 

and the top was closed by means of a. rubber '4iype· and pinoh cook. A 

rubbel' t."be and pinch cook or glass stopeoak was used for closing the 

inlet. The pipette was marked above and below the bulb. as shown in 

the figure. and the time ot effusion was taken for the amount of gas 

represented by the wlnme between these two marks. Oare was taken to 

keep the pipette clean so that no error would be experienced in the 

tests due to water adhering to ths glass. The apparatus was oonnaoted 

to a. gas apparatus or leveling bulb device so that ft might ba filled 

with air ·or gas for the testa. The method or operating was as follows i -

The apparatus is ptll"ged by opening the inlet and filling the 'bulb with 

air. letting this air esoape and then repeating the process a. few times. 

The orifice tip is than closed with· the pinohaock,. the pipette filled 

with air and the inlet closed. The pinchcook is taken off the orifice· 

tip and the time of effusion taken for the air~ The result is checked 

sev~ral times and the process repeated for the gas in question. This 

type of apparatus was very satisf~otory and gave consistent results. 

Rasul ts o'f tests. page .zs-; on tho Lawrence gas, whioh varied but 

little from time to time, show the consistency of. the apparatus. The 

apparatus oan be made by simple glass blowing and assembling of the 

different parts which are obtainable at most any chemical laboratory. 
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EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR: - When wate~ is used in tha apparatus a.s the con-

fining liquid• it is apparent that both the gas and air will be satur-

a.tad with water vapor. The results obtained will therefore give the 

gravi t~ of. the gas unoorrected for water vapor. The error due to this 

source will necessarily vary with the true gravity 0£_ the gas and the 

temperature.of the experiment. 

APP.AllENT SPEOIFIO GRAVITY - CORRECTED :&UR WATER VAPOR 
SP. GR. ~is• o. 1. %Error , 20°· c. % Error·· t25o a. ~'%Error-

.. 1000 .0901 9.oo .0865 13.50 .0820 18.00 

.2000 .1912 4 •. 40 .1880 6.00 .1840 a.oo 

.3000 •.. 2923 2.5"l .2895 3.50 .2860 4.67 
.. 

.4000 .3934 1.65 .3910 2.25 .3880 3.00 

.5000 .4945 1.10 .4925 l.50 .4900 2.00 

.6000 .5956 •. 73 .5940 1.00 .5920 1.33 

~.7000 .596'1 .4'1 .6955 .G4 .6940 .86 

.aooo .7978 •. 28 ."1970 .38 .7960 .50 

.9000 .8989 .12 .8985 .17 .8980 .22 

1.0000 1.0000 .oo 1.0000 .oo 1.0000 .oo 
""·~ 

i.1000 i.1011 - ... 10 1.1015 -.14 1.1020 -.18 

1.2000 1.2022 - •. 1a l.2030 -.25. 
~ ....... 
1.2040 -.33 

1.3000 1.3033 -.25 1.3045 -.35 l.3060 -.46 

1.4000 1.4044 -.31 1.,4060 -.43 1.4090 -.5? 

1 •. 5000 1.5065 -.39 1.6075 -.50 105100 -.67 

~-

'· 
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. In using the effusion apparatus with water for the confining 

liquid the gravity should therefore always be corrected for water 

vapor. The correction table for water vapor given on the preceeding 

page was calculate~ from the equation given on page c:2S and will 

show the variation of the apparent gravity from the true gravity. 

Apparent gravities within the ~ given but not shovm in the table lJla3' 

be obtained by' interpolation. This data is gi van on page ~4 in 

the form ot a. curve • 

. A derivation of the formula used to oorreet the specific gravity 

for water vapor is given in Teclm.Ologio Paper No. 94 of the Bureau 

of Standards. The formula. a& derived 1~ given below: 

Letting S ; Specific Gravity 

Then 

and 

s8 =- Specific gravity of ss.tura.ted gas referred to 
saturated air. . 

dw -= Density ot water vapor 

c~ assumed to be .622) 
da. 

dg == Density ot _gas (equals Sda) 

da == Density of air 

p :. Pressure of gas. and. air; 

~p.w. =Partial pressure of water in question 
:~ .... (. 14, 

k =- Constant 

dwow 
.k - a.a (p-pw) 

s - ;;] +k 
8 l+k 

The variations due to variation in pressure are so small at 

ordinary pressures that no correction is made tor errors due to this 
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souroe •. _ ~a values of k for different temperatures .are given in the 

ta.bl<! .. below so that; in making a determinat~on it 1.s only neoensar1' to 

reoord .. tha temperature of the water in the apparatus with the eff'a.sion 
' , ' "~' '.,. . - - ' , .. ' 

data. and .~hen substi tuts the value . for k. gi van in the table and _the 

apparent spacifio gravity (o.aloulated from the effusion data.) in the 

formu.~./l.b()ve to obta.in the. t~e gravity~· To .illustrate the use of 

the ta.b!Eu- If the apparent _gravity. of a gas as iound from the effusion 
..-,,' < ·' _, ~ ,' ' • 

data is .'70Q a.t ·2500 then .the true gravity will be: 
" .• '..1,. ~ ~- ' > • ' ... 

• 700 - 1 S plus •02 or. S . .694 .. 1 plus .02 

. ·;t: 
l·-r 

JALuES ·FOR k AT '160 mm AND· VARIOUS TEMPERATtlRES: 
' 

k' . ~ ~ 
da (p-:pwt 

Temperature l,t 
00 

0 .004 

5 .005 

10 .ooa 
, .... 

15 .011 
.. 

20 .015 

25 .020 
''; 

30 .027 

40 .048 

50 .086 

60 .151 

'. 
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To show the error introduced clue to water '°"por, experimental 

results were obtained on the gravity of the ta.wrenae City gas, ox_vgen, 

and hydrogen at different temperatures in which tests the amount o't 

water vapor in the gas varied. The rasul ts of the tests are gi van 1n 

the table - I. page 37" . . 
The percentage error is calculated on the true g.ra.vi ty of the 

gases 9 vihioh is l.103 for OJr3gen, .572 for the Lawrence gas and .171 
\ 

f'or the bydrogen. It will be noticed that the results for Olcy'gen are 

'bUt slightly in error and. vary only to a small extent a.t the different 

temperatures. The results given on the natural gas and hydrogen, how-

ever1 are considerably in error at the higher temperatures. It is 

evident that at the higher temperatures the amo'Unt ot water w.por in 

the saturated gas will be greater• The presence of this water vapor 

as -shown by. the table on page d:f will cause the apparent gravl ty to 

be larger than the true gravity for gases below l and smaller for gases 

with a gra.vi ty above l. The par cant error is also shown to increase 

wi ~h an increase of temperature in the oase of the natural gas and 

hydrogen whioh are nmch below one while with the oJcygen which has a 

gravit1' only slightly above one the error is small at all the temp-

eratures. From the date, it can readily .be seen tba.t the apparent 

gra.vi ty .should always be corrected for the water vapor present and the 

resulting ·va.1ue reported as the specific gravity of the dry gas. The 

-specific gra~ties given.·,t\:t«b(~I o~-!h~,fa-llowi~·.P~~ are given in table II 

page $__ with the true gravities oaloula.ted to the gravities of the 

gases saturated with water vapor at the various temperatures. 



TABLE·-- I 

30 -10106 -- ,106.t> 1.10J ~ 

99.9 104.6 1.09~ -

60 98.0· 102.9 1.10~ 

Temp.,,, OXYGEN-
00 !pparen1 .Sa Sp. Gr. Oaloulatec 

30 l.-101 1.100 
40 1.097 1.j098-, 
50 1.103 l.095· 
60 1.097 1.090 

LAV/BENCE GAS 

~- Air· Gas 
Error Time: TimE' 

Seo-..· Seo;• 

Spec~. % 
ffio Error 
Gra.v · 

-.6 101.'A 't7.t1 .,.586~f +2.3 

Air- Ga.s ·~ Spec- 16 
Time Time if io Error 
Seo.- Seo. Grav~-

·1 
112.$ 50.3 ; el986 . :+.is.i 

-. 

103.E · 49•0 .2237 +30•8 

.o 98.E 77.~ .6131
' + 7.3 -101.~ .. 49.4 .2382 + 39.3 

LAWREROE GAS : --HYDROGEN 
fo Apparent Sa " Apparen~· ,--'" Ss· '% 
Erros Sp• Gr• Caloulatec Error Sp.- Gr · oa.1ou1a.tec Error 

-+.1 05819 .6832 -.2 .1986 .1928 +2.9 
-•1 .5852 .5916 -1.l .2237 .2090 +7.0 

+.7 .6137 .6059 +1.3 .2382 .2366 + .a 
+.6· •6189 .6281 -l.4 .3029 . .2798 +e.2 
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The apparent gravities in most of the above oases ohaok a.t lea.st fairly 

:wall with the calculated (S8 ) values, an error of about 1.0 to 1.5% being 

considered a fair check. It mu.st always be remembered however, that when 

using water for the confining liquid there is likely to be some oondens-

ation of water vapor a.t the orifice opening and considerable error may 

at times be introduced from this source. Such may be ta.ken as an ex-

planation of the er.rors in the apparent gra.vi ties given for b;vdrogen •. 

To avoid' the error due to water va.por9· sulphurio .acid 'and marouryl have 

been used· by some workers. · Both of··· these methods•:, ·however•· ·have their 

disadvantages in that thay are not always practical. For field work the 

. sulphurio acid requires too mu.oh care a.nd is dangerous to handle on a.ooount 

of acid 'burns. It also is not always available for use. In the use of 

meroucy-. a. mu.oh greater effusion pressure is obtained which considerably 

reduces the time -of ef'tnsion. The stop watch method of timing, theref'oro, 

beoomes quite inaooura.te and' a. more exact method, such as automatic 

timing 'with a chronograph, or other apparatus• ·is required for aoourate 

work. Such a device would, therefore, ma.ke the method impraotioa.l for 

field work. This method is taken up lllOre in detail in a la.tar paragraph 

ot the thesis. 

THE EFFECT OF A VARIATIO:U UT WATER HEAlH . The variation in water head 

was determined u~ing· ori:t'lce XVI.;;.A.'· on the 45 co. bulb {apparatus ma.de 

with the 50 ca pipette) and varying· the ·head of water. The deter-

minations were made on the Lawrence OitrGas, usi?.lg the apparatus with 

the 45 cc~ bulb and orifice XVI-A.· Results were as follows: 

1. Hempel Gas Analysis, Trans. by L. M. Denn1s,Pg~ 269 9 Teoh. 
Paper of' the Bureau of' Stand.a.rd.a No. 94 
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.·., 

mnr WATER READ SPECIFIC 'fo ERROR 
. 

Sf.ART FINISH GRAVITY ~ 

l 
~. 143:.Jmm. ·1 mm. .5'76 - .. 7 

2 153 mm. 1'1 mrtI. .5'18. L, - .3 

3 163 nm. 27 mm •. .5'16 - ,..,, 
4 174 mm. 36 mm. .581 .2 

5 184 mm. 44 mm. .573 -1.2 

6 194 mm. :.Mmm. .5?8 - .3 
.: 

The per cent of erro:r ls calculated on the apparent speoifio grav1 ty,. 

of • 500 • which 'is the average of' the· detel'minatio_ns made on the Lawrence 

gas. The 5th run ·gave a low result but ·the others . ahecked within reason-
' 

able Umi ts. There is evidently no noticeable variation due to water 

hea.d when using the variation g1 ven. When using the lower water head, 

however, care must be taken to pre'V'ent drafts and downward currents of 

air since these would have a. measurable effect. ·For field work, there-

fore,. a larger head is much JllOre important than in laboratory work, bo- . 

cause there is much more chance of errors due to drafts. It is advisable, 

therefore, to use a. water head o.t at lea.st 1 to 2 inches. A later para-

graph in the :paper is devoted to the effect of drafts on the effusion 

time. Edwards. in his work with the Bureau. of standa.rds1 says that a 

low ettusion pressure is to be avoided but that a. high~r pressure does 

not always give. a.DY' better results,. 

I. Teahnolbgic Pa.par of the Bttreau of Standards No. 94. 
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YARIATIOllS DUE TO THE! SIZE OF BU!tll: - Four different si~es of bulbs were 

used to determine if the results showed.any variation. Different sizes of 
"' ' . ' ' . . - ·~ 

. orifices were also used to .obtain a. .s.atisfaotory and uniform effusion 

time.: The results obtained were as follows: .-. 

·ORIFICE DIAlmTER VOL'OME OF WATER HEAD ·' EFFUSION GRAVITY r 
. ~"' BULB - · START mm TIME OF ERROR No• FOR AIR GAS 

MM:• .ac. . mt~· ,J!M seconds 
' 

;' 7 .·• 

VI A .oa a.6 144 4 86 .576 - .7 
'. 

v A .12 25 140 3 78 .570~ -1.7 
'J'. 

XVII .A .15 45.5 . 160 4 ·101 .;584 +.7 
,, 

IV A .21 118 133 5 ·140 .578 - .3 
' . . · .. 

VI A .oa a.& 149 9 86 .566 - 2.4 
" v A .12 25 132 9 78 .574 - 1.5 

XVII.A .15 45.5 -165 9 101 .571 - 1.5 

IV A .21 118 129 9 140 .580 o.o 

.. T,he error with some of the .at~p wa.tah readings was •5 ver oe~t v1hile with 

. the most: o~ the readings it was. 3. par cent and less. The percentage error 

in the. gravity is calaulated on the. apparent gravity of the gas {gas sat-

urated with water vapor or .580) •. Orifioe IV - A with the 118 ao. bulb 

gave the best results. The 46 oo. bulb also gave good-results in the first 

~ while the two smaller bulbs vrith the sma~l(lr orifi-oes gave low results.· 

It is advisable, therefore, 'not .to use a. ~ulb smaller than 50 co. The use 

. of a. snall bulb requires the use of a smaller orifiae which_, m thin certain 
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limits is not advisable, in that dirt particles are more likely to cling 

to the orifice alld the condensation of water vapor is likely to be 

~eater. In the mrk in general the 50 cc. bulb gave the best results and 

it ·may be said that either this slzeor a 100 ea. should be used with a 

suitable orifice, so -that. the eftusion time will be 90 to 120 seconds. 

VARIATIOlf DUE TO .THE SIZE OF ORIFICE: - Tlm 4S co. effusion tube was the 

most. suitable size tuba to ttse for the work, The gravity of the Lawrence 

City ga.s and of the commercial oxygen was determined using this size of 

effusion bulb, with different sizes of orifices. The error in stop watch 

readings is given in the tal>le and is the highest variation of any one 

of the readings from the average reading. 

ORI FI OE PER OE!iT ERROR IN G.RAVITY 
RM'!Al\Tiirl'. q 

NUMBER SIZE AIR GAS am 02 GAS ~R mJoR mm. 02 
. .. 

VI A .oa .3 .3 .. 2 .1 .570 - 1.1 1.066 -3.4 

v A .12 .2 .3 .3 .2 .569 - 1.9 1.112 + .6. 

XVII A .15 .a 1.0 .7 .3 .592 -t-2~1 1.069 -3.2 

XVI A .16 1.0 .3 .2 .2 .sea +1.4 1.040 -5.9 

IV A .21 .2 .o .4 .2 .581 -t- .2 1.101 - .4 

Th.a percentage error is calculated. on the apparent gravities, or .580 

for the gas and 1.105 for the oxygen. rt will be noticed in the above table 

that most of the stop-watch readings checked within reasonable limits. With 

orifice XVII the readings on air and ga.s, and with orifice XVI the readings 

on air, checked for the first two or three runs and then the time inoreasdd 
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and the runs checked again. The readings for gas on one of the runs with 

XVII seemed -to rise slowly. They were as follows: .. - 76.0, 76.o, 76.6, 

76.a, 76.8, 77.o a.nd 77.0 seconds. This rise oan no doubt be explained 

by the oond.ensa.tion of water vapor. The variation in the readings for air 

cannot be explained in the same nianner but may be due to drafts in the 

vioini ty of the experiment or due to the lodging and dislodging of dust 

particles. The readings were as follows: - 101,0, 101.2, 100.a, 100.0, 

100.4, 100.a, 100.B, and 100.2. The gravity of the natural gas as deter-

mined by use of the sma.ller orifices •• os a.nd.12.wa.s more nearly like the 

true gravity of the gas but it should check with the gra.vi ty of the gas 

saturated with water vapor whioh is given above. Orifice lV A gave good 

results in the determinations. It was also used to quite a large extent 

for taking gravities and alwavrs proved satisfactory. In work done by the . 
• 

Bureau of Standa.rds1 , an orifice of .25 rnm. in diameter is stated to give 

the best results. The design or apparat~s, however f'. wa.s somewhat different 

from that used· 1n this work. Inaall the ex_periments orifice IV A, whioh 

had a. diameter of .21 mm. gave the most sa.tisi'aotory results. 

THE ElflECT OF BURRS: - To determine what effect burrs and irregularities 

in the shape of the orifice had. on the apparent gravity, eight orifices 

were ma.de with varying degrees of roughness. They were all made with about 

the same size opening so as to obtain as near a.s possible the same aoouraoy 

in stop watch readings and to eliminate any error due to a variation in 

size. The 118 ca. bulb was used with a water head of 121 mm. at the start 

and 6 mm. at the end. The gravity of the Lawrence City gas and of the 

1. Techno logia Paper 94. 
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oxygen was ta.ken using. stx: different irregular orif'iaes, and one regnlar 

orifice. The results obtained in the experiments were as follows: -

ORIFICE SIZE llEMARKS LAWRElWE GAS OXYGEN' 
mm. GRAVITY fa ERROR GRAVITY fo ERB.OR 

XIV A .? Irregttiar -.582 •3 1•108 .3 

x A ~24 Burl's .saa 1•4 1•108 ·3 • y 

XII A .30 Burrs : -.599 3•3 .. - \ 1.097 i .7 

XIII A .24 Irregular .594 2.4" 1.104 - .1 

xv A .? Burrs .585 .9 1~102 - .3 

VIII :A .24 Barrs .sss •9 1•100 - .5 
/ . 

IV' A .21 Smoot he .578 - .3 1.104 - .1 

The specific gravity of the gases is oaloulated on the gravity ot 

the gases saturated with water vapor, wh1oh is .580 for the La.wrenae gas 

and 1.105 for oxygen. Photomiorographs were taken of the irregular· 

orifices and also of a. few of the typical orifices which were ground 

smooth and were free from burrs and irregularities. They a.re 3hoWll on 

_the following pages. 

There seemed to be no definite relation between the degree of 

irregularity or· roughness of the orifices and tha specific· gravity; In 

fact,, ft· was surprising that orifice XIV, which was the most' irregular 

of' all the orifices: shouid- give an aoeuraoy of, .3 per· cent," whioh ls 

as high a degree of- aoauraoy as might ba expected from any water type of . 

the ef'fusfon apparatus.· The orifice had,: as shown i~ the photograph on 

page 4s;, besides the· faege: irregular orifioe several: smaller openings.· 
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Orifice XIII 9 which gave·a high result with natural gas. had a oraok in 

the platinum f&ll which extended for some distance away from the orifice. 
J ~ ' 

Orifice XII A, which had only burrs around the edge of the orifioe, gave 

th~ highest peroentage oi error o:f any of the orif,ioes.'' Ail the results 

given with oxygen were quite satisfactory. It would seem from this that 

no special precaution ~eoessarily need be taken to make the orifice regnlar. 

Thi.s cannot be entirely tr.ue 9 however 9 for if burrs are left on the orifioa 

they will oatoh fine dust particles whiah are likely to be in the escaping 

air or gas and ln sueh case will give an inaccurate af:f'usion time. Any 

condensing water vapor also will be more likely to cling to the burrs and 

cause an inaool:lraoy in the effusion time. 

THE EFFECT OF DRAFTS IM THE EFFUSION UE'l~HOp: - To note the ef'feot of 

drafts on the resuJ.ts obtained by the effusion apparatus, an electric fan 

was used to give the desired draft. The f,a.n was set in different 

.1 > 

positions to get the ef'feots shown 

in the aooom_pa.nying figure. results 

ware obtained for the three positions 

of the fan, 1, 2 and 3. In position l, 

results were obtained for the three 

speeds of the fan to obtain any va.ri-

ationdue to the amount or draft. The 

results obtained in the experiments 

are given in the following table. 
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POSITION SPEED AIR GAS LAVIRENCE GAS y 
Of ot irIME TIME. 

mAFT FAN (seconds} (Seconds) GRAVITY 'f, ERROR 

No Draft ~-,... ... 79.l ·60.'l .577 
_.,. __ 

l l 79.i 60~1· .577 ------
l 2 '19.4 ·&0:2 .575 - .3 

1 3 79.4 ;&0:2 .515· - .3 

2 2 79.9 60~9 .581' +.7 
3 2 S0.4 61~0 .576 - .2 

,.__. 

The errors were calculated on the value of .577 or the result obtained by 

apparatus when there was no draft ·near it. The allowable error is about 

.3 per cent. so that a:Ll results exoept those for.the test in which posi-

tion 2 was used may be said to be satisfactory. The effect of the draft 

would no doubt be to increase or decrease the time for air and gas by a 

certain amount due to slight variations of pressure caused by the d.1'4ft, 

and this amount would likely be the sama in both eases. For example, the 

results obtained when the fan was in position 2, show a time for both air 

and gas whiah is .a seconds higher than the times ,given for the air and 

gas in the tests with whieh no draft was used and this gave a.n error ot 

.• 7 per cent. 

These results will show,,t,he effect that drafts may have on the spe-

cific gravity. It seams, therefore, that a draft will not neaessarily 

,introduce an error, sinae with all but one of the tests the error was 

slight. There may be, however, other faetors to consider. such as 

temperature changes and the Uab111ty of dust being caught in tM draft 
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and some of it lodging in the orifice. A:nnther factor to consider is the 

type of ·orifice tip used. Figure S shows two types .of orifices which 

are oonw.only used. The type of orifice (a), whioh was used in the tests, 

0 
!?/ (/;) 

is the type generally used and is the more 

satisfa.otory type {b) being mu.oh more liable 

to give 1:naoourata results, espeoially when 

the orifice tip is in the vicinity of drafts. 

It is apparent that with type (a) the drafts 

cannot come in direct oontaot with the ex~ 

ca.ping gas, whi la with type (b) su.oh can 

be the case. Type (a.} should, therefore, 

be used with the effusion apparatus. 

METHOD OF USING MERCURY AS THE COlTFINIUG LIQUID IN TEE EFFUSION :METHOD 

When mercury is used as the confining liquid, the error due to water 

vapor is eliminated. It is evident that the gas and air vtill be saturated 

with mercury vapor but the vapor pressure of mercury is so low a.t ordinary 

temperatures that the error is ina.ppreoia.ble. The formu.la Sg = (t1l 2 
(t2)2 

is in reality only a.n appro:dmate ratio but by using meroury a.s the con-

fining liquid and ·a.voiding possible errors due to sources other than water 

vapor, a. sa.tisfootory degree of aoaura.oy aa.n be obtained. 

The effusion pressure, when using meraury. is considerably increased 

and the effusion time, likewise, decreased according to the size of or1- · 

fioa used. It is, therefore, necessary for a.aourate work to use some 
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automatic timing devioe. In this work· a chronograph apparatus was used 

for observing the time ot effusion. The chronograph ha.d a. rota.ting drum 

onwh.ioh the record sheet was placed and oould be calibrated to read in 

second.a. It is not necessary, hoWever, to have the sheet calibrated, 

sinoe the values are only relative and may be measured with an engineer's 

scale and f;;oJ.ven in inahes., The lines v1hioh represent the effusion time 

were measured to .01 to .02 inches, which represents a time of about .02 

to .04 second. Ordinarily, results could be aheoked within reasonable 

limits. 

The chronogro.ph1 used was ma.de .by val Arntzen of Berkley, California 

· and is oonaidered to be a very good instrument, being the type that is 

ordinarily used in any e.bservatory reoording the time of observations. 

It is nm.oh larger than the tape chronographs but the record sheet used 

is much more convenient. to file. The apparatus consists of a drum retated 

by a weight olookwork. which drum cs.n·be rotated at the rate of one or 

two revolutions per minute. An eleotro magnet carrying a pen makes a 

traoa on the sheet which is wrapped around the drum. The chronometer 

causes a break in the olrau1 t every second thus producing a break in the 

trace. This, therefore, enables the observer to soala the time as re-

corded on the sheet •. More details oonoerning the a:ppa.ra.tus may be found 

in the ref'erenoe. 

The apparatus used and system of wiring are shown on page ~Q. 

The t'vo contact points were made of platinum wire and were sealed above 

and below the effusion bulb, as shovm., The bulb B is the leveling bulb 

and sets upon a stationary suppart. A glass T tube was sealed above the 

1. Cam:pbell's Practical .Astronomy. 
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the effusio11 bulb A. and the platinum orifice tip sealed to the bube above 

the rp. A rubber tube is fastened to the inlet T and the inlet olosed by 

means of a pinohcoolc. The orifice tip is also closed at the top by means 

of a· nbber tube and pinohoook. The two bulbs are oonneoted by means of 

rubber pressure tubing so that bulb B can be moved froni.its suPI>ort for 

use as a leveling bulb in filling the apparatus with the desired gas. 

The .syst~ of wiring is also shown in the diagram on page • 

The apparatus is wired so that when the mercury touches the platimnn 

contact point below the bulb the circuit is completed. The switch 1s 

then opened and the circuit broken, the circuit being again completed 

when the. mercury touches the platinum contact point above the bulb. 

The proaeedura for making a determination was as follows: Air whioh 

was previously dried by means of oaloium chloride and phosphorous pen-

to:dde* was drawn into the apparatus by lowering the leveling bulb, 

allowed to esoa:pe through the orif1oe and this process repeated several 

timas until tho apparatus was sufficiently purged. The apparatus was then 

filled vti th a1r, the orifice tip closed \Vi th the pinch cook, and the leval-

inlJ bulb placed on its support. The cylinder on the chronograph apparatus 

was set revolving and the marker set in plaoe. The pinoh ooakwas then 

removed from the orifice tip and the air allowed to esoape. The swi toh 

was set so as to make contact with point a, figmre ~' at the start ~ 

when the meroury reached this oonta.ot point. the marking pan would jump 

to the side, the switch was than thrown open and the pen would jump back. 

The switoh was then set to make oontaot with point b, figure _kz_, and the 

same process repeated with the seoond contact point on the bulb as with 

the first. The key which was in the circuit wa.S used for marking the 
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beginning and end of a run. three short dashes after a dash showing contact 

denote the beginning of a run a.nd three long dashes denote the end. A 

typical chronograph sheet giving the results of a number of runs is sh\Jwn 

in the figure on :page5Z. This same prooaedure was then followed with 

the gas and the results were calculated by the following formu.lat 

Sg = ( Length of line . :for gas in inohes )2 
( Length of line for air in in.ahas )2 

Results obtained by this method of determining specifia gravity are 

given in the table on the following page. The results given in this table 

show that the results obtained a.re more nearly like the true gravity than 

results obtained when using water as the confining liquid. This is, of 

course, due to the fact that with the mercury the gas and air are both 

in a dry state. It is advisable to use this method therefore whenever it 

is praotioal and since it is quite essential that an automatic timing de-

vioe be used9 the method is pra.otioa.l only for laboratory use. The effusion 

time f'or tha runs was thirty seconds and. lesst so that in using a stop 

watoh, the error in the readings would ordina.rilly be too large for the 

aoaura.oy desired. While the use of mercury affords a satisfactory and 

more a.ooura.te method, it nm.st be kept in mind that such fa.a tors as mercury 

head, size of bulb, temperature, eta., must ba taken into account. The 

conditions given and methods of operating·are believed to be the best 

for obtaining the desired results. 



, Orif'iae :Meroury Head Length of Lina Lawrence Gas ·oxygen 
mm. On Chronograph Sheet 

Inches 
y 

No. Diameter Start End Air Gas Oxygen Sp. Gr. % Error Sp. Gr. % Error 
mm. -· 

XVII .17 .135 9 23.56 17.90 .577 .7 

XVII .17 135 9 46.94 35.59 .574 .o 

XVII .17 135 9 23.55 24.71 1.101 -.2 .. 
XVII • 17 135 9 ·46.84 49.13 1.100 -.3 

.. 
IV •. 21 135 9 15.84 16.66 1.106 .3 

•. 
IV .21 135 9 31.68 33.22 1.100 -.3 
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. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Gas Density Balance method and Direct Weighing !.!ethod for determin-

ing speoific gravity of gases are reo~mnended when aoc~y is the import-

ant factor in ~he determination. The first method is adapted to either 

f'ield or laboratory use'· the appal"atus being lll!l.da in two. types, field and 

laboratory, wh~le ~he ~econrl irethod o~ only be used. in laboratory wo.rk. 

Both the methods afford an.a.oouraoy of .1 to .3 paroant bnt require a certain 

amount of technique and·are not adv:isable for use except by an experiended 

analyst. Teohinque o~ operation of the Gas Dansi ty Bala.nee (Edwards J oa.n, 

however, be developed without a great amount of pra.atioe a.nd this method 

is recommended as a standard for field work while either of the above 

mentioned methods can. be used as. a. standard for laboratory work. 

2 •. The aaeuraoy of the method of .oalaulating the specific gravity 

from the analysis depends entirely.on the accuracy and completeness of the 

analysis. The method. is recomnended .only i.11hen the analysis is made by an 

experienced analyst; when a complete analysis of the gas is at hand; 

with natural gas when the combustion method is used providing the residue 

is praotio.ally all nrltirogen and the total hydrooarbons low in higher 

hyd.rooarbons (.in other '\\Ords the natural gas should be low in residue 

and high in methane) ; with natural gas also when the method of fraot~ona.l 

distillation is used for the analysis. It is well to remember, however, 

that gravity oaloula.tions of .the hydroaa.rbon aonstituents compensate to 

a certain extent. This is explained by the .fact. that the percentage of 

the hydrocarbons is often in error {the percent methane being high and 

that o.f. ethane being low) due to the absorption of oarbon dioxide formed 

in the combustion and the variations of the peroentages of hy'drooarbon 
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constituents are usually sueh that they compensate to a certain extent .. 

An aoouraoy of .. 1 to .3 percent is often obtained under suoh oondi tions as are 

mentioned above, though ordinarily the degree of aaauraoy is not so high. 

The method is not recommended for use wi. th an explosion analysis beo~use 

of the format.ion of nitrogen oxides which lntroduaes considerable error. 

3.. The above three methods oan be used as. standard methods for 

determining speaific gravity Ithe method of oaloulation from the analysis 

only under, the conditions mentioned) but the effusion method is recom-

mended when it is neaessary to obtain only approximate results. Apparatus 

i'Or the effusion method, however, ls less ex.Pensive., and oa.n be assembled 

at most chemical laboratories. The method combines ra.pidi ty with ease 

of manipul.ation and a. fair degree of aoauraoy. 

4. Balow are given some precautions and recommendations regarding 

tha effusion apparatus when using-water for the oonfining liquid: 

a. The apparent gravity should always be corrected for water vapor. 

It is also advisable to standardize the apparatus by the Direot weighing 

Method or Gas Density Balanoe Method of analysis and then apply the cor-

rection f'aotor found to results obtained by the effusion method. 

b. Temperature should remain aonstant throughout the experiment 

and preferably should not be above 30°0. 

c. The time of effusion recommended is 90 to 120 seoonds. A 

shorter time gives too muoh error in stop watch readings and a longer 

time requires too nm.ah time for making a. determination. The time of 

effusion is governed by the size of bu.lb, diameter 0£ the orifioe,and 

the speoifici gravity of the ef:tusing gas. · An apparatus with a bulb 

50 to 100 oo in volume and with an orifice .2 to .3 mm. in dia.mAJ~ur 
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gives the desired results. 

d. The inside of the tube should be kept clean to eliminate any 

unnecessary friction so that the water will drain from the tube. 

e. Although good results may be obtained with wide variations of 

waterhead. it is advisable to sue as small awa.ter-head as possible for 

the start and awaterr-hea.d of about l inch for the finish. 

f ~ The orifice used sh~uld be' smooth,· round B.nd. . free from burrs. 
, , . 

Though' a.n orif'foe of thts cype will not naoessa.rily show aey appreciable 

d1££erenae in results from an irregular orifice 1t .. w111 give 'more 

consistent results. 

g. . Determin.a.t1ons with . the method should preferably be made in a 

place ·free from drafts. · 

5. . Tlia method of. using mercury as the confining liquid is very 
' . 

sa.tlsf'aetory and gives results which ar'e quite 'oompa.rab.le to the tru 
' . 

gra.vi'ty o'f ~he gas 'if' a.n auto:matia timing devfoe with whioh 'the · time 

· can be meastired to approximately .o5 seeond.s~ be used. The aoouraoy 

ot the method is .3 to .5 percttnt. 


